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Solar coach White paper V 0.97 - Summary



The problem to be solved We have to increase the share of renewable energy into our energy mix. Solar energy could provide 35 % of our needs. It currently provides less than 2 %. People who are living in large cities do not have a roof to install solar modules but they can invest into collective solar farms.



The solution. Solar coach issues an asset called TOPSOL. This asset is issued on the Bitshares blockchain platform as a cryptocurrency. People who wants to transition from fossil fuel to solar energy are welcome to buy this asset. The money from the sale of TOPSOL is used to build solar farms. The solar farms will produce electricity. The electricity is sold to utilities and the revenue is used to pay each year a part of your electricity bill. Topsol is tradeable on the Bitshares exchange like a cryptocurrency. You can sell or buy it at anytimes. In the future, the electricity will be directly sold to TOPSOL owners at a preferential rates by smart contracts paid in TOPSOL.



1. History of the project Solar electricity could provide 35 % of our needs. The sun is shining when we need electricity the most, during the day. Until we reach the level of 35 % , it is not useful to store electricity in a battery, you only have to connect your solar modules to the grid and it is consumed by someone, you, your neighbour or the closest user. Replacing fossil fuel with renewable energy requires billions of dollars of investment to build out the replacements for carbon energy sources. Sadly, legacy energy companies are still concentrating their investments into carbon energy. Carbon energy from oil fields, coal, ethanol and natural gas continues to be burned 24 hours a day worldwide for transportation and electricity generation. Fossil fuels emit greenhouse gas high into our atmosphere where it is hidden from view. But the impact of fossil fuels is getting harder to ignore. Consider these images from Beijing. 2017 has already been an epic year for air pollution one of the world's largest industrial cities.



You can help clear the air by installing solar and investing in clean solar power farms.



Solar coach gives you the opportunity to transition to this modern economy.



2. The team Founder Christophe co-founded IMPACT-énergie to develop a photovoltaic car shelter in 2008. This company has been working with the French Institute for Solar Energy in Le-Bourget-du-Lac, where a 12 place shelter with a wood structure proved that a 20 m² shelter allows an electric vehicle to drive 10,000 km per year, without stopping to the pomp anymore. Christophe also has teaching experiences among different Colleges in Haute-Savoie and lead a Cargill Department to breed sunflower varieties in Europe for ten years. https://www.linkedin.com/in/christopheparot/



Marketing team :



Dennis H. Lewis is a serial entrepreneur and selfproclaimed digital storyteller. An author of three books, he has an uncanny knack of being able to distill complex technologies and explain them in ways that are fun and approachable. Over his extensive career he has lead startups both in Europe and the United States and currently runs a successful digital marketing firm in Orlando.



Born in California, Raised on the Big Island of Hawaii, William Boynton currently resides in the PNW. Specializes in promotions, marketing, and creative concept design. William founded “Steemits Got talent” and the SKILLcoin cryptocurrency.



Mentors :



Dawn Parker Waites is the Galaxy Vault / VIVAcoin CEO. She has a long background in business including the property management, mortgage, and sustainability industries. She has been involved in political and technology think tanks since the late 90s and has taught at San Diego State University in the Green Energy Management program.



José Eduardo Carrazco, Manager, a realistic guy in a unrealistic world. Planet Earth have reached a tipping point, where we either choose to save what’s left, or just trade it for chaos. “If you really want to do something, you will find a way. If you don't, you'll find an excuse.” Jim Rohn



3. Photovoltaic electricity Photovoltaic effect has been discovered by The French physicist Edmond Becquerel in 1839. Germany invested a lot into photovoltaic energy and this investment decreased the price of PV electricity by scaling up the production of solar modules. From 2011 Chinese companies have invested a lot of more than any other companies into the production of solar modules, so today production of solar panels is almost a Chinese monopole. After having wisely paid back their initial investment by selling solar modules to the rest of the world, China is starting to invest herself into solar energy. Worldwide installed capacity in 2016 represents 302 GW, sufficient to supply 1,8 % of the energy demand only ! Source : https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Growth_of_photovoltaics More and more people who own a home invest into solar energy on the roof of their home. Solar Coach give the opportunity to worldwide citizens to do the same.



4. Cryptocurrencies The ancestor of cryptocurrency is Bitcoin, in just 9 years it has gone from zero to a $ 300 billion market capitalization. The price of 1 BTC has raised up from 10,000 BTC for one pizza to $ 19,000/BTC today on coinmarketcap.com (as December 17th,2017). The purpose of bitcoin was to provide people with a decentralized independent cryptocurrency, far from central banks and governments. The core of technology, stability, and security are important in cryptocurrency because users have to trust the process they are using and be confident that it is a store of value. More than 2,000 cryptocurrencies have been born since Bitcoin began. Each one has a new innovation or a core goal. Some want to develop a new blockchain, some emphasis anonymity, some want to protect the environment. Solar Coach uses a cryptocurrency/asset named TOPSOL that focuses on building new solar farms.



5. Cryptocurrencies with real backing. Bitshares has developed smart coins, which are currencies backed-up by another asset. BitUSD is backed up by USD and its value is equal to 1 USD.The value of the asset influences the price of the token. Stable currencies that are a real store of value need to be backed up by something tangible, like commodities, or energy. Topsol will be backed-up by the price of PV electricity and the solar farms it owns. Solar Coach is investing in PV plants. These plants are producing electricity, this electricity is sold to utilities. PV plants are a robust technology, once a plant is built and connected, it can produce electricity for the next 25 years. What will be the price of electricity in 25 years ? Of course, nobody knows, but most experts of the sector



predict that the price will rise. Worldwide energy demand is increasing but the global reserves of fossil fuels are decreasing. Without a breakthrough in energy production, power scarcity will worsen and result in ever increasing prices Solar coach will use smart contracts to pay a part of the electricity bill of Topsol owners.



6. Issuing an asset Bitshares have implement a platform to issue smart assets. Issuing a new user asset on Bitshare does not require coding skills. Just open an account and you can start trading the list of coins available on the Bitshares decentralized exchange platform (DEX).



7.Road map Future developments In three years when the first Solar coach power plants will be operational, the sale of the electricity will be directly offer to Topsol owners at a discount price compared to what you can buy from classic utilities. Then the Topsol price will rise from the utility price for 1 MWh ( 22 to 46 USD, today) to the consumer price ( 100 to 250 USD, today).



10. Solar coach partners A. Finances Bitshares is a decentralised organization with a strong development. Capitalization of Bitshares, as December 2017 raised $ 1 billion. VIVAcoin is a new financial economic system including a stable cryptocurrency, a trading platform , mobile services and a new innovation blockchain build on hyperledger. Dawn Paker Waites, one of the founder of VIVAcoin is a strong supporter of Solar coach. B. Technics Collective solar farms can be build by several partners, in different countries: • Sun exchange in South Africa • Innovative solar systems in the USA • Energie-partagée in France New companies like Wepower or Share&Charge propose new business plan which will power up Solar coach activities. C. Marketing We are looking for new marketing partners that would bring innovative solutions to market the Solar coach solution. Christophe Parot, mail : [email protected] https://www.linkedin.com/in/christopheparot/ Website : http://solarcoach.eu Blog : http://steemit.com/@solarcoach
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Solar Collectors Collectors Collectors for Solar for Solar for Solar 

to the public during the Universal Exposition of Saint. Louis (USA), in 1904, where he obtained the Grand Prix. (50 m2; ~3800ÂºC). Father Himalaya : a pionneer ...
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Solar 

mismo tiempo. El servicio se ...... al mismo tiempo. El servicio se ...... Asegúrese de que el cable de alimentación delgado no quede atrapado entre el soporte y ...
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pro coach 
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Manager coach 

13 mai 2014 - Je démarre mon parcours digital interactif : training game, vidéo, référentiel de compétences. Mon animateur reçoit mon pass estart et mes ...
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Running Coach 

17 mars - Eco Trail de Paris (80 km). 8 avril - Marathon ... RC: Quelle somme avez-vous pu collecter en faveur ... Ã©galement pu mener de nombreuses. Running ...
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SOLAR CHARMS 

EXALTED COMPENDIUM www.exalted.fr.st. Â©2001 White Wolf Publishing Inc. All Rights Reserved. Twilight. Craft. Cost. Minimum Essence. Duration. Type.
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gratuit - Coach Adjoint 

7 aoÃ»t 2014 - valises voici trois saisons aux Herbiers avec une belle montÃ©e en National sur la saison 2014/15. L'ex messin utilise le logiciel de coaching ...
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gratuit - Coach Adjoint 

7 aoÃ»t 2014 - Tour du monde. Le Canada, la ThaÃ¯lande ... Coach-Adjoint est utilisÃ© dans 76 pays. PrÃ©parateur physique en Ligue 1. Formations Coach- ...
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Votre coach beauté personnel 

votre esthéticienne à domicile à Lille et ses environs sur rendez-vous au. 06 83 83 83 83. Votre coach beauté personnel. Horaires. Lundi : 9h à 18h. Mardi : 9h à ...
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formation hbx coach elite 
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CP-Solar 

Grid Frequency Range (Hz). 49.5 ~ 50.5 by default, adjusted to local regulation. Transformer Isolation Between. Yes. System and Grid. Grid Connection Wiring.
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coach de hockey coach de vie french edition dbid lqc 
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demande d'inscription de coach 

ENVOYEZ LE FORMULAIRE ORIGINAL DE LA DEMANDE ET ENTENTE DÃ›MENT REMPLI ET SIGNÃ‰ .... Master's Hammer and Chisel et Shakeology 210 $.
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la posture de coach 

14 dÃ©c. 2009 - CÃ´tÃ© posture intÃ©rieure, le coach respire, fait le vide, s'imprÃ¨gne des sÃ©ances prÃ©cÃ©dentes tout en laissant place Ã  l'inconnu du moment qui va ...
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Formation HBX COACH ELITE 

d'éducation physique et sportive,. Personal trainer, coach ou entrai- neur sportif, éducateur sportif. Pré-requis ? Instructeurs fitness, enseignants d'éducation ...
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Votre coach beauté personnel 

Votre coach beauté personnel. Recevez votre cadeau. Téléchargez votre livre sur http://aloebeautycoach.com. Prenez soin de votre beauté naturellement grâce ...
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Programme EnEx-Coach - Wikipreneurs 

EXPERT-CO. A. CH. Eveilleuse de Possibles, Coach, (Trans)for- matrice, ThÃ©rapeute, Blogueuse, ConfÃ©ren- ciÃ¨re. Elle animera l'atelier Â« Les attitudes coach.
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Coach John DiCillo Invitational 

1 oct. 2016 - 81. 157. +13. T 11. Jimmy Clark--Baldwin Wallace University. 77. 81. 158. +14. T 11. Patrick Roder--John Carroll University B. 80. 78. 158. +14.
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Basketball Coach Application 

Quel est votre jour de pratique prÃ©fÃ©rÃ©? L M ME J V S D. 3. Quel est votre temps de pratique prÃ©fÃ©rÃ©? 4. Veuillez indiquer vos enfants qui participeront Ã  la ligue ABIP de cette annÃ©e, le cas Ã©chÃ©ant. Nom de l'enfant. Age. Sexe. J'ai l'inte
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accelerateur de coach 

ALIGNEZ AVEC CE QUI SUIT →. • Vous voulez garder cette entreprise simple, gérable et ne pas vous inquiéter de la mise en place d'une organisation massive.
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Coach John DiCillo Invitational 

Coach John DiCillo Invitational. Dates: 10/1/16 - 10/2/16. The Country Club of Hudson â€¢ The Country Club of Hudson. Par 72, 6725 yards. Fin. Team. Scores. Total. Par. 1 . John Carroll University. 299. 298. 597. +21. 2 . Baldwin Wallace University. 
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Manager coach AWS 

OUTIL-CLÃ‰ : Le prisme du management. Personnaliser son management. Identifier les spÃ©cificitÃ©s de chacun. Faire grandir ses collaborateurs. ACTION : Plan de progrÃ¨s. Validation : Mise en situation. Oser la confiance et obtenir l'engagement. CrÃ©e
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demande d'inscription de coach 

Je comprends que j'ai le droit de mettre fin Ã  mon entreprise indÃ©pendante de ... 90 jours pour Ãªtre admissibles Ã  l'exemption des frais de service d'entreprise.
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Motion Sensing Coach Light - HeathCo 

Tournevis à lame droite et cruciforme. (Phillips). • Pinces .... gauche, le droit ou le côté pour modifier la zone de ... Régler la sensibilité (SENSITIVITY) selon .... fonctionnement imputable à un vice de matériau ou de main-d'oeuvre sera corrigée.
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